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This is a profoundly pessimistic book. Far
from subscribing to the thesis recently aired
within these columns that the 'forward
march of Labour has been halted', Miliband
apparently refuses to believe that there ever
was a forward inarch other than in electoral
terms. Written in the same mould as his
truly cathartic book, The State in Capitalist
Society (1969), the current work is exclusively concerned with the nature of capitalist
democracy in Britain since the passage of the
1867 Reform Act. Miliband's essential thesis
is that there is a crucial tension in capitalist
democracies between the promise of popular
power enshrined in universal suffrage and
the continuing denial of that promise in
capitalist economic, political, and ideological
practice. For, against the tendential pressures from below (especially from the labour
movement) reflected in class struggles at the
point of production and in the political
arena, we find arrayed a vast nexus of
institutions, organisations, and leading elites
whose primary function is to contain these
pressures and manage any residual class
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conflict. The continuing success of these
institutional constraints and practices is
apparently now threatened by the worsening
long term economic decline of Britain. But
Miliband nonetheless concludes that the
prospects for a revolutionary transformation
of society are blocked by the dominance of
the Labour Party in the (mis)representation
of working class interests in socialist change.
In pursuing this argument Miliband mobilises a broad range of relevant illustrative
material culled from memoirs, official
records, newspapers, and academic studies.
In this respect the book should have the
same cathartic effect as his earlier studies of
parliamentary socialism and the state in
western democracies. But the analysis of the
state, hegemony, and political strategy has
made considerable progress since Miliband
published his own pioneering studies and
this current work leaves the reader with a
feeling of dejd vu and a desire for more
detailed theoretical and strategic arguments.
In marshalling his arguments Miliband
continues to rely on interpersonal relations
and the motivations of different elites. In
particular he stresses the high degree of
ideological and political homogeneity of
members of the establishment and always
plays down the differences that exist within
the ranks of capital, between capital and the
governmental elites, and between these economic and political elites and those who
occupy leading positions in civil society.
Conversely Miliband emphasises the internal
divisions within the working class, the
underclass of the poor, deprived, and underprivileged, and the intermediate class (old
and new petty bourgeoisies). He also high-
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lights the differences between the demobilised, depoliticised mass, the activist
minority, and the effectively pro-capitalist
leanings of the trade union and party
political elites who (mis)represent the interests of the mass as these are articulated by
the activist minority at the base. To be sure
Miliband does note in passing the role of
more fundamental institutional constraints
rooted in the operation of market forces and
the separation between economic and political spheres of struggle; and he also attributes
real inhibiting or containing effects to the
logic of the parliamentary system of government. But the overall thrust of the argument
is based on the role of a relatively unified
establishement consciously containing and
managing the threats that emerge from
below.
The problem that Miliband appears to be
posing is why national economic failure has
not threatened the success of the dominant
class in maintaining its position in British
society. His answer is couched in terms of
specific institutional and interpersonal features of British society and, indeed, he often
appears to single out the Labour Party and
its leaders for particular blame. Yet much of
this argument is redundant in two senses. In
the first place Miliband frequently notes that
there has never been a real danger to the
stability of economic and social order in
Britain — no insurrectionary upsurge, no
Popular Front like that in interwar France,
no factory occupations like those in Italy —
and hence there has been no major threat to
be contained. Indeed, in reviewing possible
sources of danger (military defeat, inability
to resolve a major and particular problem,
strong nationalist movements), Miliband is
forced to conclude that the only objective
threat is the long term inability of the state to
resolve the economic and social problems of
decline.
Secondly Miliband also presents a more
general, all-encompassing argument that
would cover the British case without the
need for specific analysis. For he argues that
capitalist democracy as such is sufficient to
insulate capitalism from pressures that
threaten its survival. At the end of his
lengthy tour of British institutions and elites,
Miliband argues that 'one of the most
notable features of capitalist democracy is
precisely how resilient it is, and how great is
the capacity of the political system to absorb
crisis, conflict, and disclocation' (p 148).
Indeed he concedes that a postwar capitalist
democracy has witnessed a veritable crisis of
regime only in the case of France in 1968 and
even here the crises was resolved in favour of
capital. If capitalist democracy is so resilient,
then the case of Britain can only be illustra-
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live — there is nothing much to explain.
Only a more detailed comparative analysis
looking at crises of regime as well as
countries without crises would be helpful
theoretically or strategically.
With the publication of his earlier study of
the state in capitalist society, the academic
world was entertained with the famous
debate between Poulantzas and Miliband on
problems of method and theory. There is no
point in reviewing this debate here but it is
interesting to note that both theorists later
reached equally pessimistic conclusions
about the prospects for a democratic transition to democratic socialism. In his last
work Poulantzas saw only a limited 'window
of opportunity' for democratic socialism and
greatly feared the prospects of a bureaucratic
Stalinism and/or authoritarian statism managed by a social democratic or conservative
mass party. Miliband also foresees a drift to
authoritarian conservatism or else an abortive attempt by an emasculated, internally
divided Labour Party to introduce socialism
through purely parliamentary means.
However, Poulantzas developed an AustroMarxist 'left Eurocommunism' as an alternative strategy and stressed the importance
of developing democracy at the base, linking
new social movements and class struggles,
and combining extra-parliamentary struggles
with struggle within the heart of the state
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apparatus itself. Miliband seems trapped
within an approach that recognises the limits
of parliamentarism but offers no alternative
solution, and continues to place the burden
of making the revolution on the activist
minority within the working class. In this
respect Miliband seems much the more
pessimistic of the two protagonists of former
years and his failure to develop an alternative
strategic perspective is particularly disappointing. Such a perspective would also
require a much more direct confrontation
with the work of Gramsci on hegemony and
of Poulantzas on recent state theory than
Miliband offers us in this work. Only then
would we have a book which combines, in
true Gramscian fashion, 'pessimism of the
intellect, optimism of the will'.
Bob Jessop
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Topic: Capitalist Democracy. Content â€“ Meaning of Democracy and Capitalism. Characteristics of Capitalist Democracy. Democracy.
The origin of democracy can be traced to the city state of ancient Greece.Â Capitalism is an economic system which gives right to
private individual ownership of means of production and therefore gives opportunities to private individuals to interfere into the affairs of
the government. Capitalism is an economic system in which trade, industry and the means of production are largely or entirely owned
and operated for profit. Capitalist. A capitalist is a person who has a lot of money, property etc. and who uses those things to get more
money. He first sets out to explain, perhaps too briefly, how contemporary British society is capitalist. Then he examines class struggle
in terms of political conflict - exposing how the British political system is inherently undemocratic. The main argument of the book - that
the purpose of the undemocratic political system is to contain pressure from 'below' (i.e. from the working class) - is well made.Â
Nonetheless, I recommend it is read by those interested in a Marxist critique of capitalist democracy. Read more. 10 people found this
helpful.

